
Coral Bookmakers Review - Reefing The Benefits 
 

There are plenty of online bookmakers’ websites out there for you to choose from.              
Whatever your personal preference - whichever game, sport, or other betting disciplines            
you like - there’s bound to be something out there for you. One of the most popular                 
bookies in the UK is undoubtedly Coral, which was established by Joe Coral (yes, that’s               
really his name) way back in 1926. Coral quickly grew to become a national sensation,               
and today it’s one of the most popular online and high street bookmakers around. 
 
That said, how well does Coral stack up against its competitors? What does Coral offer               
that its competitors don’t? Why, in a nutshell, should you opt for Coral if you’re looking                
to place a bet online or in one of its many UK high street stores? This review will shed                   
some light on that question. Coral offers many advantages and excellent incentives, and             
we’re going to take a look at just some of those options today. Here’s our honest review                 
of Coral, broken down into the categories you should be thinking about. 

 
Design 
 

 
 
Coral’s design is a pleasing mixture of old-school web aesthetics and modern            
sensibilities. The landing page is absolutely packed with information; you’ll see the            
sports you can bet on, some of the rates you can expect, and upcoming matches with                
different odds listed for different bets. On the whole, Coral’s design is fairly easy to               



navigate and relatively pleasing to the eye, although it might be a tad busy for those                
who are just looking for something simplistic and straightforward. 
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Casino games 
 

 
 
This being an old, established bookmaker, it should come as no surprise to learn that               
Coral has an immense range of games on offer. Popular titles like Premium Blackjack,              
Eye of Horus, and Starburst are here in full regalia, and there’s even a ticking calculator                
on some of the games that shows how much the jackpot currently stands at. Coral’s               
range is second to none, so no matter what you’re up for in terms of slots and casino                  
gaming, you’ll find it here. 
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Sports betting 
 



 
 
If you’re looking to place a bet on a sport, Coral is the place to be. Again, the slightly                   
confusing layout does it no favours, but the truth is that Coral has a huge range of                 
sports to bet on. From football to badminton and darts to esports, you’ll find anything               
you want right here. The live betting function is also excellent; Coral sorts its games into                
those being played now and upcoming games, allowing you to keep track of whatever              
game you’re betting on in real time. 
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Promos and incentives 
 

 



Coral is one of the best bookmakers around in terms of new bonuses and promo               
incentives. At the time of writing, if you bet £5, you’ll get £20’s worth of free bets. You                  
will also get a £50 welcome bonus if you bet £10 or more. Promos and incentives                
change on a regular basis, but Coral has an excellent range, from fail-to-finish horse              
racing bonuses to extra accumulator funds. You’re in safe hands with Coral if you’re              
looking for extra reasons to place your bet. 
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Withdrawals and deposits 
 

 
 
A wide range of payment methods and options are supported by Coral. There are all the                
usual card options, of course, including Visa and MasterCard, but there are also a host               
of other ways to make deposits and get paid. PayPal - still arguably the safest and best                 
way to make transactions online - makes an appearance, but there’s also PaySafeCard             
and Neteller, among others. All of these methods have a £5 minimum and no maximum               
amount, and they’re all instant. 
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Security 
 
 



 
Coral takes security very, very seriously indeed. The website’s excellent FAQ section            
contains exhaustive and extensive information regarding the security of your payments           
and withdrawals. There’s a good reason that Coral is such a huge name in the world of                 
online (and brick-and-mortar) bookmakers, and that reason is the company’s devotion           
to making sure your payments aren’t mishandled. If a problem does occur, the excellent              
customer service team will ensure it’s dealt with promptly. 
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Safety and health 
 

 
 
Again, the excellent FAQ section on Coral’s official website details its policy regarding             
responsible gambling. Coral is regulated by the Gambling Commission of the United            
Kingdom as well as the Gibraltar Gambling Commissioner. Under these rules, it must             
provide assistance to those suffering from gambling problems, be completely          
transparent, and ensure that nobody below gambling age is able to use the site. This is                
the bare minimum, but Coral adheres to it admirably. 
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Conclusion 



 
If you’re looking for a reputable, high-quality betting website that offers excellent rates             
and good payment and withdrawal options, Coral is a very safe bet. Its design is a little                 
busy and bland, but its selection of sports and casino games is absolutely dizzying,              
befitting one of the biggest gambling brands in the UK. The new player promotions are               
outstanding, and the revolving door lineup of great continuing incentives should keep            
you around long after you place that all-important first bet. 
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